Abstract -Adjustment of an unknown parameter of the multistage expert procedure is considered. The lower and upper boundaries of the parameter are counted to be known. A key condition showing that experts' estimations are satisfactory in the current procedure is an inequality, in which the value based on the estimations is not greater than the parameter. The algorithms of hard and soft adjusting are developed. If the inequality is true and its both terms are too close for a long sequence of expert procedures, the adjusting can be early stopped. The algorithms are reversible, implying inversion to the reverse inequality and sliding up off the lower boundary.
I. PROBLEMS OF ADJUSTING UNKNOWN PARAMETERS
IN EXPERT PROCEDURES Expert procedures are needful part in estimating and evaluating a great deal of attributes or parameters of natural, behavioral, social, economic, and technical processes [1] , [2] . Those attributes and parameters cannot be deduced directly, because fundamental laws which might have described them and their structural logic are unknown or unreliable. While estimating, an expert procedure may have its own parameters regulating the experts' judgments [3] , [4] . These ones are not deduced all the more. Thus, unknown parameters are adjusted. The adjustment is, factually, some kind of manual optimization, where the optimum is a close-to-best parameter's value. This optimum provides the stronger framework of an expert procedure [3] , [5] , [6] . If without adjustment, the results of an expert procedure and its consensus value (object) come poor, unfounded, and frail [1] , [2] , [5] . A crucial problem of the adjustment is that there is no strict theory which could lead to at least the parameter's confidence interval [7] . Practically, any new case in a field of study implies a slightly different technique of adjustment being itself another problem. So, a sub-theory should be developed for every group of the similar study field cases.
II. APPROACHES TO PARAMETER ADJUSTMENT
Commonly, the parameters of expert procedures are set by experience. They are naively changed if an appropriate convention is established [8] , [9] . Such conventions concern weighing experts' estimations, setting the total (minimal or maximal) number of experts, confining the periods of decision making (expert's judgment), etc. While being adjusted, the parameter's value is changed according to those methods bearing a resemblance to linear or simple dichotomy [3] , [5] , [8] , [10] , [11] . These are considerably rough decisions not regarding different importances of the neighboring values of the being adjusted parameter. This, nonetheless, should not be confused with determining the unknown (uncertain) parameters of mathematical models while they are being identified [3] , [12] , [13] . Parametric identification is referred to mathematical modeling dealing with observations and statistics [3] , [7] , [12] , [14] , [15] , whereas parameter adjustment issues from expert knowledge and estimation procedures relying on experience.
III. GOAL AND TASKS
The goal is to develop an algorithm of adjusting the unknown parameter of the multistage expert procedure so that the corresponding feature of experts' estimations (evaluations) could be compared to the adjusted parameter. The boundaries of the parameter are counted to be known. Thus, the adjustment is equivalent to removing an interval uncertainty whose severity increases as the interval boundaries are located wider [5] , [7] , [16] , [17] . Eventually, an example of applying the developed algorithm is given.
IV. PRELIMINARY CONVENTIONS
Let  be a value of the parameter to be adjusted. The lower boundary of the parameter is min  , and its upper boundary is max  ; both are known real numbers. Thus,
The parameter is adjusted through a series of expert procedures whose number is max Q by ; although the case max 1 Q  is rare, it cannot be excluded. After the q-th expert procedure, where the number of the current expert procedure max 1, q Q  , the value based on the experts' estimations is calculated. The limit of this value is the parameter. For instance, it can be the maximal (minimal, average, etc.) distance between estimations. Denote the value based on the experts' estimations by  , which is compared to  . Let the inequality ( 1 ) be the key condition showing that experts' estimations are satisfactory in the current procedure. 
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If inequality (1) is false, then, for the next procedure, the mean of the segment   max ;   is taken:
Otherwise, the parameter value is moved to the left, and the new one is taken in the mean of the segment   
then the move to the left by (4), i.e., to the center between points  and  , is not fulfilled because the values  and  are too close. Theoretically, in accordance with (5),
For real practice, however, they should be put to
, or similar. Such adjusting can be called a hard one due to the rough decision on the right move (3) when the key condition (1) turns false. A way of  calculation is not specified here, so this is a generalized algorithm of hard adjusting. The value of  is treated to have been adjusted just after maximal number of expert procedures max Q is passed (Fig. 1) . Such criterion of adjustment is valid owing to the law of large numbers [5] , [7] , [14] , [18] .
VI. HARD ADJUSTING WITH CLOSENESS REPEAT CONTROL
The hard adjusting algorithm in Fig. 1 regards the closeness of points  and  via inequality (5) and some predefined
. However, inequality (5) used to control how close  to  is, may turn true for a long sequence of expert procedures. And repeat of this closeness is presumed to say that  is stable enough and the adjusting is expected to be stopped. In other words, if the closeness of point  to  has recurred many times in succession, this can likely be a manifestation of the law of large numbers. In this case, it is needless to continue the expert procedures. allowing the closeness of  to  to be controlled is set beforehand. Note that inequality (5), which is used to control the closeness, may turn true for a long sequence of expert procedures what is presumed to say that  is stable enough and the adjusting is expected to be stopped. Neither the way of  calculation, nor tolerance  is specified here. Once the maximal number of expert procedures max Q is passed, the value of  is treated to have been adjusted owing to the law of large numbers. (Fig. 2) additionally controls the recurring closeness of points  and  . If the recurrence has been spotted for less than * Q times successively, then, in the next procedure, the repeat counter is set to zero. If it has been spotted for * Q times successively, the value of  is treated to be stable enough and the adjusting is stopped.
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VII. SOFT ADJUSTING
While adjusting is hard, the assignment (3) is ever made if the key condition (1) While the parameter's value is adjusted softly, the case when inequality (1) turns false generates smarter conditions to get a new value of  . If inequality (1) is false, then, for the next procedure, the inequality ( 6 ) is checked. Obviously, that there always exists such that inequality (6) turns true because, anyway, .
While (6) is false, the integer i is decreased. Once inequality (6) is true,
if only  is not too close to obs i  by the current i . If There is an adjusting early stop criterion added to the algorithm in Fig. 1 . 
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The third algorithm in Fig. 3 has been induced to fit the hard adjusting algorithm in Fig. 2 by maintaining the control of the recurring closeness of  to  . The algorithm stage, where the current expert procedure number is increased by 1, is supplied already with four parents unlike the three ones in Figs 1 and 2 .
VIII. APPLICATION
The adjusting algorithms in Figs 1-3 are universal. Of course, every group of the similar study field cases holds its own way to calculate  , to define boundaries min  and max  , integers max Q and * Q , and tolerance  . When experts' estimations are point values, the application of any of the developed adjusting algorithms is almost trivial. As an example, consider how they are applied to the studies where experts' estimations are matrices. For the sake of definiteness in exemplification, let S experts make their judgments in the form of 2 2  -matrices whose entries are only ones and zeros. If
is an estimation of the s-th expert, then the average estimation (let it be the consensus) is
A couple of matrices (10) and (11) is distinguished by a distance between them. The distance is     
The worst case, producing the severest uncertainty [5] , [15] , [16] , here is 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
which is possible when S is even. Then the distance (12) reaches its maximum uncertainty value at matrix (13), whatever entries of matrix (10) are: 
It is clear that the above-mentioned value based on the experts' estimations is 
